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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
COLLECTI ON AND SUMMARY OF 
FLAP - TYPE-AILERON ROLLING-EFFECTI VENESS DATA AT ZERO 
LIFT AS DETERMINED BY ROCKET-POWERED MODEL TESTS AT MACH 
NUMBERS BETWEEN 0 . 6 AND 1 . 6 
By H. Kurt Strass, Emily W. St ephens, E. M. Fi elds, 
and Eugene D. Schult 
SUMMARY 
A collection and summary have been made of the wing -aileron rolling-
effectiveness data which have been obtained as a part of a general inves-
tigation of lateral control being conducted by the Langley Pilotless 
Aircraft Research Division ~tilizing rocket-powe r ed t est vehicles in f ree 
flight over a range of Mach number from 0 . 6 to 1 . 6 . Some effects of 
trailing-edge angle, aileron- chord ratio, aileron span and location, 
aspect ratio, wing sweepback, and wing- tail interference are presented . 
Rough design charts have been prepared to show some effects of aileron 
trailing-edge angle at two sweepback angles, aileron- chord ratiO, wing 
aspect ratiO, and spanwise extent and location of aileron. These rough 
design charts have been prepared for use in the preliminary design stage, 
and estimates from these charts were in fair agreement with measured 
rocket -model data for several configurations simulating existing or pro-
posed a ircraft wing-aileron combinations . 
INTRODUCTION 
A general investigation of lateral control at t ransonic and super-
sonic speeds is being conducted by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Division utilizing rocket -powered test vehicles in free flight . The f i rst 
successful roll test was achieved in May 1946 and since that time a large 
number of successful test vehicles, comprising a variety of wing-control 
configurations, have been flown at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Station at Wallops Island, Va . It is the purpose of this report to collect 
and summarize the rigid-wing flap - type aile ron data obtained from these 
tests under one cover in order to aid in the design of aircraft intended 
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to be flown at transonic and supersonic speeds. A major portion of these 
data has been reported in references 1 to 33. The data for a few models 
(see refs . 1 to 4 and 6 to 10) were obtained during the earlier phases ~ 
of the development of the testing technique, and although they were 
believed to be reliable as to trends and magnitude, they do not meet the 
standards of accuracy of the present report and are not included . Data 
for only the solid-steel-wing model (ref. 19) have been included since 
the other models had such large aeroelastic corrections as to make the 
calculated rigid-wing results questionable. 
It should be noted that the data in the present paper represent a 
rigid-wing tailless (except where noted) configuration in essentially 
steady-state roll at zero lift and zero yaw, with each aileron differ-
entially deflected 30 to 70 No data concerning the variation of rolling 
effectiveness with aileron def lection or wing stiffness are shown. 
In the following sections an attempt has been made to separate the 
effects of the major geometric variables of the wing and aileron on 
rolling effectiveness . Except for the effects of trailing-edge angle, 
the data obtained by varying a major geometric parameter are first pre-
sented as rolling effectiveness plotted against Mach number and then 
cross -plotted against the major geometric variable for several Mach num-
bers . These cross plots may be considered rough design charts showing 
some effects on rolling effectiveness of aileron trailing-edge angle at 
two wing sweepback angles, aileron-chord ratio, wing aspect ratio, and 
aileron spanwise extent and location . All the aforementioned cross plots 
unavoidably contain some effects of trailing-edge angle. 
The design charts have been used to estimate the rolling effectiveness 
of an assortment of wing-aileron comb inations simulating the wing- aileron 
combinations (without fixed tailS) of some existing or proposed aircraft. 
These estimates have been compared with measured data from rocket-model 
tests to indicate the applicability of the design charts for preliminary 
design purposes . 
The geometry, pertinent wing-control parameters, and sources of pub-
lished data for each of the test vehicles are listed in table I. 
An index to the figures which shows the effects of the major geometric 
variables on the rolling effectiveness has been included as table II. 
SYMBOLS 
A aspect r atio , b 2/ S 
b diameter of circle swept by wing tips, ft 
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C1 rolling-moment coefficient 
c wing chord, parallel t o mode l center line, ft 
-
c mean exposed wing chord, 
h wing thickness at trailing edge, ft 
(Pb/2V) 
5 part-span aileron ( C 1/
8) part-span 
KTj := ( Pb/2V) 
5 full-span aileron 
or 
control 
control 
L length of model fuselage, 4.58 ft 
M Mach number 
p rolling velocity, positive when right wing is moving downward, 
radians/sec 
q dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
R Reynolds number 
4 
S 
t 
v 
x 
y 
pb/2V 
A 
cp 
Y 
b/2 
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area of two wings to model center line, sq ft 
wing local maximum thickness, ft 
velocity, ft/sec 
distance from model nose to quarter-chord point of c, ft 
distance from model center line, measured in a plane perpen-
dicular to model center line, ft 
rolling-effectiveness parameter (wing-tip helix angle), radians 
rolling-effectiveness parameter (not d(Pb/2V)) radians/deg 
dO ' 
average aileron deflection for one wing in a plane parallel 
to model center line, positive for trailing edge up on right 
wing , deg 
angle of . sweepback of quarter-chord line, except where noted, 
deg 
ratio of tip chord t o chord at model center line 
trailing-edge angle, defined as the angle measured in a plane 
parallel to model center line between straight lines drawn 
between 0. 97 chord and l.OO chord on upper and lower 
surfaces, deg 
Subscripts: 
a aileron 
i inboard 
o outboard 
R rigid-wing rolling effectiveness 
r wing-fuselage intersection 
t wing tip 
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MODELS 
A general arrangement of typical test vehicles is illustrated in 
figure 1. The ge ometry, pertinent wing-control parameters, and sources 
of the published data for each of the test vehicles are listed in table I. 
More detailed information regarding most of the models can be obtained 
from the appr opriate references . The airfoil sections for all models, 
except where specifically noted in table I, were taken in a direction 
parallel to the model center line . All the models had constant percent-
chord ailerons. It may be noted in table I that in some cases the 
trailing- edge angle varies between models having the same airfoil section. 
This variation generally arises from the hand-finishing operations near 
the extreme trailing edge during model construction . 
A few of the models (2, 4, 6 , 8, 83, 8S , 89, and 93) having a sim-
plified construction were used in order to provide additional data on 
t he effects of wing aspect ratio and aileron-chord ratio . A typical 
model of this series (model 89) is shown in figure 2 . The wings of thi s 
series were made of 1/2-inch-thick aluminum alloy and had wedge-shaped 
leading edges extending to 0.20 chord. The dark spanwise strip near the 
trailing edge is the filled-in slot along the aileron hinge line, the 
slot having been cut to allow bending the aileron to the desired deflec-
tion. Welded fittings were used to attach the wings to the rocket-motor 
case which also served as the fuselage. A tapered sleeve was used as a 
fairing behind the standard spinsonde head. 
In the investigation of the effects of wing location and number of 
wings on rolling effectiveness, the wings were located at a more forward 
position on the body and some of these models had a free -to- roll tail 
f or directional stability. Each free-to - roll tail consisted of four fins 
and two ball-bearing assemblies lubricated with a special wide - temperature -
range s ilicone grease . The photographs presented in figure 3 are typical 
of the sweptback configurations . 
TEST TECHNIQUE 
The flight tests were made at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Station at Wallops Island, Va. The test vehicles were propelled by a two-
stage rocket - propulsion system to a maximum Mach number of approximately 
1 . 6 to 1.8 in about 3 seconds . During the following 10 to 20 seconds of 
coasting flight, time histories of the rolling velocity measured in zero-
lift flight were obtained with special radio eqUipment (designated 
spinsondej see ref. 34), the flight-path velocity was obtained through 
the use of CW Doppler radar, and the model space coordinates were obtained 
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through the use of modified SCR 584 tracking radar. These data, in con-
junction with atmospheric data obtained with radiosondes, permit the 
evaluation of the rolling effectiveness in terms of the parameter pb/2V 
as a function of Mach number. The variation of Reynolds number and 
dynamic pressure with Mach number is presented in figure 4. 
ACCURACY AND CORRECTIONS 
General Discussion 
During the course of a general investigation of rolling effectiveness 
which has been conducted by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Division for the past 8 years, many changes have been made in the design 
and construction of the test vehicles and in the testing technique in 
order to improve the accuracy and reliability of the data . As a result , 
the data have been corrected to a standardized set of conditions to allow 
direct comparison of the data obtained at various stages in the evolution 
of the present technique . 
The rolling -effectiveness data were obtained under essentially zero-
lift conditions and have been corrected to rigid-wing values and are pre-
sented in terms of the parameter Pb/2V, where pb/2V results from the 5 
aileron deflection 5 and should not be confused with 
Accuracy 
d(pb/2V) 
05 
The following factors must be considered in the assessment of the 
overall pr obable accuracy of the data presented here . 
(1) The accuracy of measurement of pb/2V at a given Mach number 
for any given test model is dependent upon the following values: 
M. 
p, radians/sec 
V, ft/sec . . 
b/2 ..... . 
±O.Ol 
t1.5 
t5·0 
Negligible error 
The maximum probable error in pb/2V from these sources is estimated 
to be to.0020 at subsonic speeds and to.0010 at supersonic speeds. 
(2) The systemmatic errors caused by deviations from the desired 
model geometry, a result of constructional tolerances which can alter 
-- - -- -
--- -
---
---
----
J 
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the roll effectiveness, normally are limited to variations in aileron 
deflection and wing alinement . The method of model measurement used is 
capable of measuring the angular deviation to within approximately 
± 0.0083 degrees per foot of wing or aileron chord. The accura'cy of meas-
Chord 
urement f or a typical model (model 28) can be illustrated as follows: 
5 (average of models 28a, b, and c) = 5.220 ± 0.0710 
im (not published, average of models 28a, b, and c) = 0.020 ± 0.0180 
where im is the average angle of wing misalinement (differential inci-
dence), positive when tending to roll the model in a clockwise direction 
as seen from the rear, and is based upon distance from leading edge to 
aileron hinge line (0.472 foot). 
Corrections 
Incidence.- The data were corrected for deviations in wing incidence 
from the nominal value of im = 00 by use of the following equation 
which was derived by using very simple aerodynamic assumptions: 
pb 2im 1 + 2A 
2V 57.31+ 3A 
The validity of this correction was demonstrated in reference 21 wherein 
it is shown that this simple formula provides good estimates of pb/2V 
resulting from differential incidence for a wide range of wing plan forms . 
It is estimated from the data published in reference 21 and additional 
unpublished data that the probable accuracy of prediction of this formula 
is within ±15 percent for ~ost configurations. (Relatively thick unswept 
wings, NACA 65A009, show an abrupt discontinuity in the variation of pb/2V 
with M at M ~ 0.92 which is not predicted by the theory.) 
Aileron deflection.- Corrections for deviations in 5 were made 
simply by presenting the data as pb/2V 
-5-' 
As an example, the probable errors in pb/2V for model 28 resulting 
5 
from the previously mentioned limitations are tabulated as follows: 
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Sources of pr obable error in pb/2V ---
0 
pb/2V 
M 5 i m, deg 
nominal Random °a' Total deg 
Measurement Calculated correction 
(a) 
0 . 8 0 . 02040 t o .00036 t o . 00028 t o .00009 to.OOOOl to.00074 
1.4 0 . 00510 t o .00018 t o .00007 t o.00009 ±0. 00001 t o . 00035 
aEstimated at t15 percent of theoretical correction. 
Aeroelasticity corrections .- It was necessary to correct all the 
data for the effects of aeroe l asticity, and the large number of models 
which were tested precluded the use of very ref ined methods of aeroelastic 
analysis . For this reason, a special engineering method was developed 
and is presented in reference 25 . The probable errors in the values 
of pb/2V resulting from thy application of this method are very difficult 
5 
to assess and are dependent upon a large number of variables. Unless 
otherwise specified, it is believed that errors from this source are neg-
ligible as the te st wings in most instances were very stiff and needed 
a relatively small correction. 
Effect of model r oll inertia .- For one-degree-of-freedom configura-
tions such as the rolling- effectiveness models of this report, the e~ua­
tion governi ng their behavior is 
or 
(~~).teadY state 
2.- dp 
~S'b dt 
Ix dp 
C1 ~S'b dt P 
,T 
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where 
Cz 
Rolling moment 
ClS'b 
Cz 
dCZ 
p d (pb/2V) 
Cz 
dC Z 
0 do 
measured model moment of inertia about roll axis, slug-ft2 
area of three wings to model center line, ft2 
t time, sec 
See the section on "SYMBOLS" for additional definitions. 
The data for a model wi~h large rolling accelerations (model 27a) 
have been corrected · for roll inertia effects and the results are shown in 
figure 5 . Physical constants for the model were Ix = 0 . 0697 slug-ft2, 
b = 2 .18 ft, and S' = 1.93 ft2; and Cz values for this configuration p 
were obtained from reference 35 . The maximum rolling acceleration for 
the model was 175 rad1ans/sec 2 . 
Figure 5 shows that the differences between measured rolling effec-
tiveness and steady-state rolling effectiveness are negligible for this 
model despite the very large values of rolling acceleration. Very few 
of the models in this report have rolling- acceleration values even 
approaching those for model 27a, and no inertia corrections have been 
made to any of the data presented in this report. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Effect of Trailing-Edge Angle 
General comments.- Aileron r olling effectiveness is affected by the 
contour of the entire Wing, and particularly the contour over the aileron . 
---- ---------~--------------
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Thus, two ailerons differing widely in contour but having the same 
trailing- edge angles may have different values of rolling effectiveness. 
It was shown in reference 20 that the rolling effectiveness of 
untapered wings with 00 and 450 sweepback and employing full-exposed- span 
ailerons could be correlated as a function of the trailing-edge angle for 
a wide range of airfoil profiles and thicknesses. In general, the corre-
l ation was good but the scatter of the data indicated that the trailing-
edge angle was not the only variable; however, it was obvious that it 
was a very important factor. Since that initial effort, several attempts 
have been made to improve the correlation by making use of the transonic 
s imilarity laws . '!he pb/2V values were plotted against parameters con-
taining various combinations of airfoil thickness ratio and trailing-
edge angle at constant Mach number and constant parameters containing 
Mach number, airfoil thickness ratio, and trailing-edge angle in com-
bination . None of these attempts provided any marked improvement over 
the original correlation against trailing-edge angle in reference 20 and, 
in addition, they were much more complicated to use . 
Figure 6 presents the rolling-effectiveness data correlated against 
t r a iling-edge angle and includes some additional data not available at 
t he time of publication of reference 20 . In addition, an improved method 
of correcting for the effects of aeroelasticity was used (ref. 25 ) which 
primarily affected the data for the sweptback wings. 
Unswept wings.- For unswept wings it is apparent that trailing-edge 
angle ha s the greate st effect in the speed range between M ~ 0.8 to 
M ~ 1 . 2 . At M ~ 0 .7 and M ~ 1 . 2 the r olling effectiveness does not 
vary markedly wi th ~ . In the transonic range there is considerable 
scatter and the only clear indication is that a small trailing-edge angle 
(approximately 70 or less) maintains rolling effectiveness throughout the 
speed range and that l ar ger trailing- edge angle s exhibit varying amounts 
of rolling-effectivenes s l oss or even reversal of control. There is an 
indication, although not shown as such in figure 6, that the 6 -percent-
thick wings appear to have generally higher rolling effectiveness than 
thicker wings of about the same trailing-edge angle . In view of the 
scatter of the data and the relatively small number of thickness ratios 
for comparison at a given trailing- edge angle, it is not clear whether 
a differentiation between various thickness ratios should be made, and 
so the trailing-edge angle ha s been the sole variable considered in fairing 
the data points . 
Sweptback wings.- For wings swept back 450 , there was generally less 
scatter than for the unswept wings and the effects of trailing-edge angle 
were evident at a lower subsonic Mach number. No direct data are available 
for very low trailing-edge angles on a wing having the aspect ratio of the 
wings used iIl this correlation (A = 3.71), but flat -plate data (~ = 00 ) 
f or aspect ratios of 2 .31 and 8 .00 (models 6 and 89) have been interpolated 
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to provide an estimated end point to aid in fairing the measured data 
to ~ = 00 . The faired curve in the region near ~ = 00 is presented 
as a dashed line to indicate that it is essentially an extrapolation of 
the data . 
Effect of airfoil thickness ratio . - Although it is evident that 
trailing-edge angle is a major factor in determining the level of rolling 
effectiveness for an aileron, it is also of interest to note the effects 
of changing the thickness ratio for a given family of airfoils. Such a 
change necessarily involves a corresponding change in trailing-edge angle 
so that it is not possible to determine the effects of thickness ratio 
divorced from the effects of trailing-edge angle without altering the 
basic profile of the family. Figure 7 presents a comparison of the 
rolling- effectiveness data for wings having several thickness ratios, 
aspect ratios, and plan forms. 
Concluding comment.- The preceding discussion indicates that the 
trailing- edge angle of an aileron is a parameter of prime importance and 
most of the undesirable characteristics of increased trailing-edge angle, 
such as abrupt changes in pb/2V with M and unusually large losses in 
rolling effectiveness, can be avoided by employing ailerons with trailing-
edge angles of ~ ~ 70 for A = 0 0 wings and ~ ~ 120 for A = 450 wings. 
In actuality, most of the high-speed aircraft which are designed to fly 
at the speeds where large trailing- edge angles are to be avoided should 
experience little or no trouble from this source because drag consider-
ations preclude the use of thick wings (which would normally have large 
trailing-edge angles). 
Effect of Wing Sweepback 
Figure 8 presents some effects of wing sweepback on aileron rolling 
effectiveness for a variety of test configurations employing full-exposed-
span ailerons. 
At subsonic sp.eeds, increased sweepback generally resulted in 
decr eased rolling effectiveness. 
At transonic speeds, the most significant effect of increased sweep-
back was the smoothing effect on the variation of pb/2V with Mach num-
- 5-
ber. The rolling-effectiveness "bUCket," characteristic of unswept wings 
at transonic speeds with moderate trailing-edge angles , was virtually 
eliminated as the sweepback was increased to 450 and disappeared com-
pletely at 600 sweepback . 
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At supersonic speeds, increased sweepback did not cause a consistent 
variation of Pb'2V with change in sweepback angle; however, the general 
tendency was a decreased rolling effectiveness with increased sweepback 
angle. 
Effect of Aileron Chord Ratio 
Some effects of aileron chord upon rolling effectiveness are shown 
in figure 9 for a wide range of wing plan forms and a irfoil sections. 
Unless otherwise specified, the following discussion pertains to full-
exposed-span ailerons . 
NACA 65A009 airfoil sections.- Figure 9(a) presents the effect of 
aileron chord as measured on unswept wings. The variation of pb/2v 
o 
with Mach number for all the aileron configurations is characterized by 
an abrupt dip near M ~ 0.9. This is a wing dropping phenomenon which 
on the basis of past experience is restricted primari ly to unswept wings 
employing trailing-edge angles greater than ~ ~ 70 and thickness ratios 
greater than tic ~ 0.06 . (See refs. 20 and 36 .) Aerodynamic control 
reversal was mea sured for the O.l-chord ailerons in this region. It 
should be noted that a similar reversal of rolling effectiveness has been 
obtained for full-chord ailerons at a very small angle of deflection. 
(See ref . 21.) The values of pb/2V presented in fi gure 9 were obta ined 
o 
fr om models on which t he a ilerons were deflected approximately 50. Other 
te st s have shown that aerodynami c reversal may be eliminated by increasing 
the a ileron deflection. (See ref . 10, for example.) 
Similar data for 45° sweptback wings are presented in figure 9 (b). 
The variation of Pb~2V with calc is similar to that experienced by 
t he unswept wings. 
NACA 65A006 airfoil sections.- The effect of aileron chord as meas-
ured on tapered, sweptback wings is presented in fi gures 9 (c) t o 9 (f) for 
outboard ailerons of various spanwise extents. With the exception of the 
full-exposed-span ailerons, the data for the full-chord ailerons (figs. 9 (d), 
9 (e ) , and 9 (f)) were obtaiIlcd for ailerons of different spanwise extents 
than the partial-chord ailerons. 
The 0.15-chord ailerons were approximately 60 percent as effective 
a s t he 0 .30-chord ailerons for the two aileron configurations of greater 
span (figs. 9 (c) and 9 (d)) but became relatively more effective for the 
smalle r spans (f igs. 9 (e) and 9 (f)). 
L 
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It may be of interest to note that, with the exception of the abrupt 
dip in effectiveness at M ~ 0.9 f or the unswept wings (fig . 9 (a)), all 
the full-chord ailerons exhibited very little variation of effectiveness 
with Mach number. 
Flat plate a irfoil sections .- Figures 9 (g) to 9 (j) present some data 
which show the effects of aileron chord upon rolling effectiveness for 
several wings all of which employed flat-plate a irfoil sections ( ~ = 00 ) . 
The effect of aileron chord was approximately the same for all the models 
in that the 0.2-chord ailerons were approximately 75 to 85 percent as 
effective as the 0.4- chord ailerons at subsonic speeds with the relative 
effectiveness decreasing with increasing Mach number until at M = 1.6, 
the 0.2-chord ailerons were approximately 50 percent as effective as the 
0 .4-chord ailerons. 
Correlation of data.- Where data are available for both part-chord 
and full-chord controls of the same span (figs . 9 (a) to 9 (f)), the part-
chord pb!2V have been divided by the full-chord pb!2V and plotted 
o 0 
as Kc at the appropriate cal c value in figure 10 to illustrate non-
I 
dimensionally the effects of aileron-chord ratio on rolling effectiveness . 
Because of the scatter and the relatively small number of tests available, 
only the theoretical two- dimensional curves for thin plates are shown 
for comparison with the test 'pOints. 
The O.l- chord ailerons on the unswept wings exhibited control reversal 
at M = 0.9 and ze r o effectiveness at M = 0 . 93 . At M = 0.96, no con-
trol reversal was observed but all of the unswept wing-aileron configu-
rations were appreciably less effective than the comparable swept -wing 
models . Figure 6 shows that the effectiveness of 0.2-chord ailerons can 
be greatly increased in this speed range by recourse to smaller trailing-
edge angles. Although no direct evidence is available for O.l-chord con-
trols, there is no reason to suspect that a similar improvement could not 
be achieved on these controls by the use of small trailing-edge angles . 
It should be pointed out that swept wings with part -chord ailerons exhibit 
low pbj2V 
o 
values for large trailing- edge angles in this same speed range. 
(See ref. 20 .) 
Effect of Aspect Ratio 
'rhe effect of wing aspect ratio upon the rolling effectiveness of 
full-span ailerons is illustrated in figure 11 for untapered wings having 
sweepback angles of 00 , 450 , and 600 and several airfoil sections . Only 
two configurations (fig. ll(a» have been tested which show the effect 
of aspect ratio upon 600 sweptback wingsj these data do not conform with 
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the trend shown by the wings of lower sweep but show that increased aspect 
ratio caused an increase in pb! 2V 
o 
at subsonic speeds and a very slight 
decrease at supersonic speeds . 
Correlation of data. - In order to illustrate better the effects of 
aspect ratio, the data of figure 11 have been normalized as a fraction of 
the A = 3.1 values, and the resulting values of KA, the normalized 
aspect-ratio factor, are cross-plotted against aspect ratio in figure 12. 
It is obvious that, although the general trend of the data is for the 
rolling effectiveness to decrease with increasing aspect ratio, consid-
erable variation exists in the rate of change of the variation as is 
evidenced by comparison of the faired curves of the various test 
configurations. 
At Mach numbers of 0.9 and greater, the effect of aspect ratio 
depends upon the configuration. For example, at M = 0.9, the rolling 
effectiveness of the unswept wings decreased rapidly with increasing 
aspect ratiO, whereas the 450 sweptback wings showed little effect of 
aspect ratio. The aileron trailing- edge angle had considerable effect 
in that for a given sweepback angle there was greater sensitivity to 
changes in aspect ratio for the larger trailing-edge angles. 
No plots are shown for the region between M R< 0.92 and 
because of the rapid variation of pb!2V with Mach number in this region. 
Any plots of KA against aspect ratio at these speeds would at best have 
doubtful value. 
General discussion .- It is evident from the foregoing discussion 
that the variation of rolling effectiveness with aspect ratio is very com-
plex and is dependent upon a number of variables of which Mach number and 
trailing-edge angle are of gr eat importance. However, it is possible to 
generalize to some extent . Wit h certain exceptions, increased aspect 
ratio apparently causes a decr ease in rolling effectiveness. At transonic 
speeds the effect is very variable and is influenced to a large extent by 
the trailing-edge angle . Increased aspect ratio tends to decrease r olling 
effectiveness more at supersonic than at subsonic speeds . 
Effect of Aileron Location 
Some effects of aileron location and spanwise extent upon aileron 
rolling effectiveness are presented in figure 13 for a variety of wing-
aileron configurations. 
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NACA 65AOo6 airfoil sections.- Figures 13(b), 13(c), and 13(d) show 
the rolling effectiveness of various ailerons (including full-chord 
ailerons) on sweptback wings having NACA 65A006 airfoil sections. Gen-
erally, the outboard half-exposed-span ailerons were from one-half to 
two -thirds as effective as the full-exposed-span ailerons. An inboard 
aileron was generally more effective than an outboard aileron of the 
same span at subscnic and transonic speeds, but the results were mixed 
at supersonic speeds. Although all the part-chord ailerons showed 
decreased effectiveness as the speed increased, the full-chord ailerons 
had essentially constant effectiveness throughout the speed range tested. 
NACA 65A009 airfoil sections.- Figure 13(a) shows that on the unswept 
wing the outboard half-exposed-span control was more effective than the 
inboard half-exposed-span control, whereas on the sweptback wing the 
reverse is true. The outboard control was generally more than one-half 
as effective as the full-exposed-span control for the unswept wing, but 
about one-half as effective for the sweptback Wing. 
NACA 651A012 airfoil sections.- Figure 13(e) shows that the outboard 
half-exposed-span ailerons were more effective than the inboard half-
exposed-span ailerons at subsonic speeds for both taper ratios. At speeds 
greater than M = 1 .0, all the configurations had poor control character-
istics, particularly near M = 1.2 where the controls were either com-
pletely ineffective or contr91 reversal was observed. 
Miscellaneous airfoil sections.- Several miscellaneous wing-aileron 
configurations having full-chord ailerons are presented in figure 13(f). 
These data, except for model 36, show a relatively constant rolling effec-
tiveness throughout the speed range tested. 
Comparison between experimental and estimated values . - Reference 37 
presents a method for estimating the effect of aileron spanwise location 
on rolling effectiveness for unswept wings having various aspect ratios 
and taper ratios at low subsonic speeds, and reference 38 compares the 
results shown in reference 37 with experimental data for swept wings and 
presents a design chart based on the comparison. It is shown that aspect 
ratio has little effect on the spanwise variation of rolling-moment coef-
ficient and that the effect of taper ratio is not of major importance . 
Figure 14 shows the design chart of reference 38 in nondimensional form 
which was obtained by dividing the value of CllDa (equivalent to Clio 
in the notation of the present report) at any span station by the full -
span value. 
The quantity of rocket-model data in figures 13(a) , 13(b), 13(c), 
13 (d), and 13 (f) is not considered to ·be sufficient to establish a gen-
eral plot of the variation of rolling effectiveness with control spanwise 
l ocation, so the data from figure 13 are compared i n figure 14 with the 
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normalized design chart taken from reference 38. The comparisons in 
figure 14 have been made at two representative Mach numbers and are in 
reasonably good agreement; the data of figure l3(e) (A = 8.0) have not 
been included at M = 1.4 because of the poor control characteristics 
at this speed. 
The data of figure 13 were normalized according to the procedure 
= KTJ 
/ ]
1.0 
Pb
o
2V 
]
1 .0 11i 
11 J1.0 r pb/2V 
o 11 
r 
where KTJ appearing on the right-hand side of the equation is the value 
for a full-exposed - span control from figure 14. The values of K11 thus 
obtained for outboard ailerons (110 1 . 0) are plotted as data points on 
figure 14 at the appropriate value of TJi. The experimental ~ values 
for inboard ailerons are not shown in figure 14, but they agree fairly 
well with estimated values from figure 14. 
Effects of Wing-Tail Interference, Wing 
Location, and Number of Wings 
General discussion.- All the data thus far discussed were obtained 
by the use of three -winged test vehicles which do not resemble typical 
a irplane configurations . Some uncertainties exist regarding the appli-
cation of these data t o conventional aircraft . In order to partially 
clarify this situation, a limited i nvestigation has been conducted to 
determine some effects upon aileron rolling effectiveness of wing-tail 
interference , wing l ocation on the fuselage, and the number of wings. 
Wing- tail interference .- In order t o determine some effects of wing-
tail interference upon the aileron rolling effectiveness at zero lift, an 
investigation employing five test models was conducted. The test models 
were constructed with two Wings, instead of the usual three, in order to 
approximate an airplane - type configuration. (See fi g . 3(b).) Two of 
3T 
I -
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these models employed free-to-roll tail assemblies (models 54 and 58) 
which provided directional stability without introducing rolling moments. 
Be~~h tests of these free-to-roll tails, under simulated drag loads sev-
eral magnitudes greater than those estimated for flight conditions, showed 
friction forces corresponding to a rolling moment of 0.17 ft-lb which is 
negligible when compared with the 40 to 50 ft-lb damping moment of the 
test wings. A more complete description of the test models with free-to-
roll tails is given in reference 33. Figure 15 shows the results obtained 
with these models. 
Inboard ailerons: Figure l5(a) shows that fixing the tail for inboard 
ailerons resulted in a considerable decrease in rolling effectiveness. 
The change in rolling effectiveness due to the fixed tail was approxi-
mately constant throughout the speed range tested and was enough to cause 
a slight roll reversal at speeds greater than M ~ 1.3. Whether this 
condition exists for other aileron deflections and tail fore-and-aft 
locations is not known at this time. Changing the location of the fixed 
tail from the plane of the wings to 0.18c above the plane of the wings 
had little effect on the fixed-tail rolling effectiveness. 
Outboard ailerons: Figure 15(b) shows that fixing the tail did not 
cause any appreciable change in the rolling effectiveness of the outboard 
aileron at all speeds for which data are available. 
General discussion: I t is apparent from the limited data presented 
here that the rolling effectiveness of inboard ailerons is markedly 
affected by the fixed-tail assembly. Reference 33 shows that the addi-
tional damping in roll due to the addition of the fixed-tail assembly 
caused a decrease of about 15 percent in the rolling effectiveness at 
all speeds, a value which is outweighed by the large losses resulting 
when the aileron-generated downwash strikes the fixed tail. Reference 33 
shows that the effects of the downwash could be estimated with fairly 
good accuracy by simple theoretical means . 
Effect of wing location and number of wings.- Figure 16 shows the 
effects on rolling effectiveness of locating the wings at a more forward 
position on the fuselage and reducing the number of wings from three to 
two. All the wings were untapered} had NACA 65A009 airfoil sections} 
and 0.20- chord ailerons. The effects of wing forward location and num-
ber of wings were not appreciable except for the unswept wings at sub-
sonic and transonic speeds (see fig. 16(a)) where any physical modifi -
cation to the standard model (three wings aft) generally caused a decrease 
in rolling effectiveness. 
~.-- ~-------
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ADDITIONAL TESTS 
References 1 to 33 contain additional aileron rolling-effectiveness 
data not considered appropriate for inclusion in the present report. The 
type of investigation and corresponding references are listed as follows: 
Type of investigation Reference 
Aeroelastic effects 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1.6, 18, 19, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 28, 32 
Delta wings . . 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · 
5, 12, 24 
Leading-edge and trailing- edge 
ailerons in combination 
· · · · · · · · · · 
6 
Effects of aileron chord extension 
· · · · · · 
10 
Effects of airfoil nose shape 
· · · · · · · · · 
13 
Horn-balanced ailerons 
· · · · · · · · · · 
14 
Wing-tip ailerons . 
· · · · · · · · · · · 
17, 30 
Effects of wing leading-edge roughness 
· · · · 
27 
Interference between ailerons and 
tip stores . . 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
30 
Bellows -actuated ailerons 
· · · · · · · · · · 
31 
Effects of built-in wing twist 
· · · · · · · · 
32 
SPECIFIC WING-AILERON CONFIGURATIONS 
Comparison Between Measured and Estimated Values 
A number of models simulating existing or proposed airplane wing-
aileron configurations without fixed tails did not fit handily into the 
basic data plots showing the effects of aspect ratio, trailing-edge 
angle, and so forth, and these special models have been included in 
figure 17. It was felt that these special models would provide some 
indication of the applicability of the preliminary design charts (figs. 6, 
10, 12, and 14). 
In estimating the rolling effectiveness of a given configuration, it 
was assumed that the rolling effectiveness could be approximated by con-
sidering only six major variables: (1) aileron trailing-edge angle, and 
(2) sweepback at the hinge line, figure 6; (3) ratio of aileron chord to 
wing chord, figure 10; (4) wing aspect ratiO, figure 12; and ( 5) spanwise 
extent, and (6 ) location of aileron, figure 14. No consideration was 
given to the effects of wing location on the body, number of Wings, and 
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so forth. No consideration was given to the effects of wing taper ratio, 
other than the use of the hinge line for the reference sweepback angle 
when using figure 6. 
As shown in figure 17, the agreement between the measured rolling 
effectiveness and the estimated rolling effectiveness (from figs. 6, 10, 
12, and 14) is fair on the whole. 
Method Used in Estimation 
For the purpose of estimating the rolling effectiveness, it is 
assumed that the rolling effectiveness for any configuration may be 
expressed as the rolling effectiveness for some arbitrary reference con-
figuration with the proper corrections applied to account for deviations 
from the geometry of the reference configuration. In the present case, 
the reference configuration geometry is given in the legend of figure 6. 
In order to indicate the procedure used in estimating the rolling 
effectiveness from figures 6, 10, 12, and 14 for a given configuration, 
a sample calculation is shown as follows for model 99 at M = 1.00: 
pb/2V 
o 
A = 2 .8 
(hinge line, calculated) 
cp 
0.41 
0 . 23 
(Pb/2V) K K Kc o Al1Kc 
ref ref 
(Pb~2V) where \ u is the rolling effectiveness for reference configu-
ref 
ration having 38.50 sweepback at the hinge line and 11.60 trailing-edge 
angle, using straight-line interpolation for effect of hinge-line sweepback 
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(Pb~2V) 
ref 
0.Oll6 (interpolated from fig. 6(f)) 
l.15 (from M> 1.0 theory curve, fig. lO(f)) 
(from A 450 curve, fig. 12) 
K~ 0.76 - 0.24 
= 0.52 (from ALE 51.30 curve, fig. 14) 
therefore, 
(0.0116)(1.l2)(0.52)(1.15) 
= 0.0078 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A collection and summary is presented of the wing-aileron rolling-
effectiveness data which have been obtained with each aileron differ-
entially deflected 30 to 70 during a general investigation of lateral 
control being conducted by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division. 
Some effects of trailing-edge angle, aileron chord ratio, spanwise extent 
and location of aileron, aspect ratio, wing sweepback, and wing-tail inter-
ference are presented. The ~uantity of data which has been obtained in 
each of these categories varies considerably. 
NACA RM L55F14 
It is felt that the effects of some parameters, such as aileron 
trailing-edge angle, are fairly well defined, whereas others, such as 
wing -tail interference, are not satisfactorily defined. 
21 
Rough design charts have been prepared to show some effects of 
aileron trailing-edge angle at two sweepback angles, aileron chord ratio, 
aileron span and spanwise location, and wing aspect ratio . These rough 
design charts have been prepared for use in the preliminary design stage, 
and estimates have been made from these charts for thirteen wing-aileron 
configurations (without fixed tails) simulating existing or proposed air-
craft wing-aileron combinations. The estimated values were in fair agree-
ment with measured rocket-model data. 
These design charts should be used with caution when the configuration 
has a fixed tail assembly, since the limited data available indicate that 
in some cases the wing-tail interference appreciably affects the aileron 
rolling power. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., June 8, 1955. 
I 
._---------' ---'--- ---~ 
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TABLE I 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Wing Parameters Control 
Configuration Mode Param eters X Refs. 
A A ).. Airfoil section b/2 Ct c r f~ Co cp 8 L dec (a) I(ft ) (tt) (tt) C 'l)i '1)0 ded (dec 
3.5° ~.O~ 
~ ) Mod. Hexagonal 0.8C I.OC p2€ 0.73 I 0.7 80 0 L.E.radius: .001c 0 3.37 3.65 1.0 2.0 0.67 -L.E. hie: 0.01 
t,lc: 0 .02 
il ~n1~~ 2 2.3 0 1.0 .88 .77 .77 1.36 .20 .15 1.0 0 4.59 .84 -Const.lhlck toT.E. 
._ ._--
r------o 
J/c:0.054 
,----,- ,-
3 b NACA 65A009 I .24 1.0 11.5 5.oC .85 2,28 
-- ---
--&7)~~11;1~~ [l 4 40 .15 1.0 0 4.9C .84 -Con$t. thick to T. : 
_._.- 't/c:0.054 
il a 10.5 484 5 2.3 30 1.0 NACA 65A009 .88 .77 77 1.36 .20 .24 1.0 .82 -b 10.7 4.69 
-
/7 -crzkz:~g0~n1~g~ 6 2.3 45 1.0 .88 77 .77 1.36 .20 .15 1.0 0 5.0C .91 -Canst. thick to T. E tic =0.054_ 
-----
- -r,- ,- I 11.7 5.27 7 a NACA 65A009 .24 1.0 .81 28 b 12.3 5.05 
/7 --&;;;~~11;1~/~22~ 8 40 .15 1.0 0 4.95 .91 -Canst. thick. 10 T. E . 
-----
. t/c~0.054 
~ a 10.9 5.09 9 b 2.3 60 1.0 NACA 65A009 .88 .77 .77 1.36 .20 24 1.0 11.2 2.38 .84 -
c 11.4 2 .38 
- ----
L4 a 7.6 4.82 10 2.3 60 a NACA 65A006 98 0 1.34 1.68 1.00 .65 1.0 .86 12 L.E 
------ b 8.0 4.92 
'Trh 7.60 15.2° r -,--I-r-l ) r-a 4.8 5 .1 9 ~ II -1 i?BZefogz~ 74 1.0 12 L .E.rodius: Wing O.Olc 
-----
Aileron 0.05c 
b tic =0.06 4.9 7.65 
JJL 12 2.9 0 1.0 NACA 65A009 .98 .68 .68 1.32 .20 .21 1.0 9.5 47 .85 28 
--
R 13 2.9 45 1.0 NACA 65A009 .98 68 .68 1.32 .20 .21 1.0 lOA 4.88 .80 28 
-----
il 14 3.7 0 1.0 NACA 65A009 1.09 .59 .59 1.29 .10 .19 1.0 10.9 4.0e .89 -
- -
( a ) Section i s taken freest ream un less noted ot herwtse . 
J 
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TABLE 1.- CONTINUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Wing Pa r ameters Control 
Configuration ~od Parameters .x Refs. 
A A A Airfoil ~fctio n b/2 Ct cr f;k Co 4> 1) L ded (a ttl (ftl (ftl ft C "I i "10 dee i'ded 
15 3.7 0 1.0 NACA 65A003 1.09 .59 .59 1.2920 .191.0 3.5 4.91 .89 18,20 
-
,--,-f-,-
25,28 
II 16 NACA 65A006 7.2 4.85 20,28 - 1- 1--I-f-1-
--- 17 c:~2:z:z~~ 0 4.6E 20 Const.thiek to T. E. 
-
1- t/e:006 1--1--1-~~/~~~~~;z~~~~~ 18 0 5.11 20 Constthiek.to T.E . 
e-- I-
. 'fle;0.06 
1--1--1-
19 
~~~~~~:"?z;~2;~ OAc 
Flat to T.E.(8:0) 3.2 4.77 20 
hlc:003 
fie :0·06 
-
I-f- I-H- -~~;;g¥.zfrg~b;J OAc 20 6.2 4.89 20 
-
t/e:0.06 
-f- I-f-I- -
a 12.9 5 .1 8 
b ~ltltl llllllllllllmll/!1 13.2 5.07 20 21 Circular arc 13.6 4.68 c 
~ t/e:0.06 13.6 4.78 Canst. thick . ..., -- -- I-I- 4.4' a t- 13.5 
-
,?zzwzwmMMt&e.r 
22 Circular ore 'L.E.to 0.5e 20 
0.6ctoT.E. 
4 .4E b fie: 0.06 16.6 
- Canst thick.-j -- --I- 4.6(; a t- 21.2 
-nttl"UlIWlZOWIWIfH2?lzzrr. 
23 Circular arc:L.E.to 0.5c 20 
O.7c to T.E. 
4.68 b flc : 0.06 21.2 
- Canst. thick~ I- -I-
-H-
302 a 4.61 
-=2IZ?ZZZW@?mjIHWUW /mq,... 
24 Circular arC" L E. to 0.5c 20 
0.8ctoTE. 
4.88 b tie: 0.06 31.2 
-i- -- 4.70 --a 
_2 I n 11lZZZZ-o.iJlllll271.ZlZZl:Zzza 
9 .6 
25 Double wedge 20 
~ tlc:0.09 9.8 4.81 ---f- -- --
26 
~71711171177I/lfllZP"arre 
20.~ 5 .0~ 20 Circular arc 
I---
flc:0.09 1- ,-1- f- I-f- I- I---
a 17.4 4.OC 
27 b 19.8 3.5E 11,20 NACA 16,009 24.3 5.OC c 
d 24.8 4.98 I-I---I-- 1- 1-1- i- I-I-
a 11 .7 5.05 11,14 
28 b NACA 65A009 11.7 5.15 18,20 
e 11.7 5.4" 25 
(a) Section is taken f reestream unless noted ot herWise. 
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TABLE 1.- CONTINUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Control Wing Parameters 
Configuration ~ode Porometers 
A A A Airfoil section bl2 Ct cr F;k, Co cp de~ (a) 11ft) I( ft ) (ft' f t c "7 i "70 d~ 
29 3.7 0 1.0 NACA 65A009 1.09 .59 .59 1.29 .20 19 1.0 11.2 
t-- I ,- ,-(0) 30 a 106 b 11.8 r------ --I- I----(b) 31 10.8 
- -I- -- I- I-
32 NACA 651AOl2 16.3 
a 
-t- -t- I- 1-
9.8 il 33 b NACA65A009 .601.010.8 
-
c 
I- I-t- I- t- I-t-
IlL a 34 19 
---
b 
I-t-!-t-!-t-
It a 35 .40 .19 
--- --
b 
1- 1- 1- 1- 1-1-
---
36 
.00.19 
---
n a 37 3.7 30 10 NACA 65A009 1.09 .59 .59 1.29 .20.19 
b 
LZ 38 3.745 1.0 NACA 65A009 1.09 .59 .59 1.29.10 .19 
-----
,- ,- 1- ,- t- ,-
d 39 NACA 65A006 20 .19 t-- 1- I-t-i-a 40 b -=r::lIZ i2?U2Il1I11IZIIfUl/l llZ"P'n:-Circular arc 
----- ~ t/c=0.06 I - I-
a Canst th,ck"! I 
-=* Ii i i l ZlI I227I1/1II//2I1l.znz.. 
41 Circular orc .L E to 05c 
06c 10TE 
b IIc =0.06' 
t-- 1- ,-t- I-I- -
a Cons t. thick-j r-
b '?/IJIIWlIijO,OI0i7arn. 
42 Circular orc: L E to 0 .5c 
c 07ctoT.E. 
d tic =0.06 
I-- 1- 1--1-- -
a Const. thick'1 r-
..-xl '111 tlllllllllllllll/llllf2zzzr,. 
43 b Circular arc:L.E.to 0.5c 
.o.8c toT.E. 
c IIc=0.06 
(a) Section IS token freestream unless noted otherwise. 
(b) 3 wings, free - to - ro ll ta i l. 
10.8 
10.8 
.60 
I 1.4 
11.3 
1.0 
11.5 
1.012.3 
11.1 
1.0 
11.4 
1.0 9.9 
1.0 71 
12 .3 
129 
13.5 
17.2 
17.5 
20" 
20.E 
21.9 
22.c 
30.1 
30. 
33.3 
8 
(d~ 
5.28 
4.89 
512 
5.0'l 
5.09 
10.3!: 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4.85 
4.79 
5.05 
0 .91 
4.82 
4.8' 
4.82 
5.14 
5.0! 
5.08 
5.17 
4.7C 
4 .92 
5.2 
495 
4.93 
4 .91 
4.79 
4.86 
5.31 
X Refs. 
L 
.63 -
33 
I 33 
.89 28 
-
-
-
14 
r---
14 
r---
-
t---
13,18,21 
.83 -
.80 -
20,28 
~ 
20 
r---
20 
r---
20 
-
20 
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TABLE 1.- CONTINUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Wing Parameters Control 
Configuration ~ode Parameters A Airfoil section b/2 Ct cr f~ c a 4> 8 A dec A- (a) 11ft) (ftl (tt) ft c 'TI i 'TIo dec (ded 
a -rcz:zz2ZZZZ7Il.7lL{7t~ 
d 44 3.7 45 1.0 Double wedge 1.09 .59 .59 1.29 .2 0 .19 b tic: 0 09 I--- ,- ,- ,-a -<Z1Zll1iift71./(/.ilI/i1Itlll~ 
-----
45 b Circular arc 
~ I/c:0.09 1-
46 a NACA 16-009 ~ 1- I-f- I- f- 1-
0 
b 
47 c NACA 65A009 
d 
e 
- I-f-I-f-I-f-
48 
- I-f- I-f-I-f-
(b) 49 
- I-f- I-i-I-i-
(c) 50 
- I-f-I-f-
51 NACA 651AOl2 1--1--1--
a 
LZ 52 b NACA 65A009 .60 ~ I-f-53 
------ I-- I- f-
(c) 54 
~ I-f-
(d) 55 
a 
2: 56 .19 b !-f-57 
------ I- f- -f-
(c) 58 
-
I- f- -I-
(d) 59 
- -f- I- f- -I-
(e) 60 
-f-
ff 61 40 .19 
----- I- I-I~ I-62 I 
a ~ 63 3.7 601 .0 NACA 65A009 1.09 .59 b 
-
- - . 
-
(a) Section is taken freestream unless noted otherwise. 
(b) 3 wings, f ree- to- roll ta il. 
(c 1 2 wings, free- to- r oll ta il. 
1-1-
I.O( 19 
.59 1.29 .2 019 
(d ) 2 wings, f ixed-toil, hor izontal to il in wing chord plane. 
(e) 2 wings, f ixed-tail, hor izontal tail 0. 1 % above wing chord plane. 
10.2 4.72 
1.0 
lOA 474 
16.4 5047 
17.3 5.51 
17.4 5.14 
19.7 5.05 
20.3 4.84 
11 ·3 3.4' 
11.7 3.70 
11.9 5.25 
11.9 5.29 
11.9 4.77 
13.6 4.67 
10.9 14·82 
10.7 4.67 
16.4 5.12 
11 . 1 5.52 
1.0 11 .8 5.31 
12.0 5.55 
13.4 4 .71 
135 4.6~ 
I 11.7 47C 
11 .3 4.72 
.60 
11.3 4 .8~ 
12.8 4.61 
12.0 3.2E 
12.0 3.17 
11.8 5.2E 
\.0 114 4.9' 
1.0 11.3 0 .97 
11.4 4. 8~ 
1.0 
11 .5 4 .9 
29 
~ Refs. 
L 
.80 11,20 
11,20 
11 ,20 
20,28 
f---
11,14,18 
1 20,25 
18,20,28 
.63 -
r~ 1--
.80 28 
r - 14 
.63 33 
j- 33 f---33 
.80 14 
.63 33 
33 
I-I---
33 
H---
33 
.80 -
I 2! 
.92 -
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TABLE I.- CONTINUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Wing Parameters Control 
Configuration ~od Parameters X Refs. 
A A >.. Airfoil section b/2 Ct cr f~ Co 4> 8 L dec (0) 1 ft) (ft) (ftl C 'T) . 'T)a dee ded I 
11 64 4.0 35 .60 NACA 65A006 1.50 .56 .88 2 .2~ .30 .14 1.0 7.8 4.3~ .73 22 
------
l ,-h 1 1-~l-rr rr 1 .57 r I--Ll 65 1.0 7.8 4.05 22,25 
-----
d 66 40 45 60 NACA 65A006 1.50 56 .88 2.2~ .15 .14 1.0 6.6 42, .74 22 
----- --
,--,- -,-- -
d 67 .35 1.0 7. 1 4 .01 22 
- -
-
d 68 57 10 6.8 40, 22 
--- 1--
d 69 78 1 0 68 3.8E 22 
--- --- i-r -
d 70 .35 .57 79 3.56 22 
- - I-r- -I-
/7 71 30 .14 1.0 7.8 37C 22,25 
- ---- -- I-
LL 72 j 35 1.0 76 3.5E 22 
- ------
(a) Section IS taken freestream unless noted otherwise. 
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TABLE 1.- CONTI NUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Wing Parameters Control 
Configuration ~ode Parameters ~ Refs. 
A A >.. Airfoil section b/2 Ct cr f~ Co cf> 8 L dec (a) I(ft) (f t) (ft) c"7i "70 dec (dec 
d a 7.2 3.8 73 40 45 .60 NACA 65A006 1.50 .56 .88 22: . 30 57 1.0 74 22,25 
-------
b 7.7 3.78 
-f--f-- ,-f----
L! 74 .78 1.0 7.0 36" 22 
----- -
'-----f- -f- -
d 75 .14 .57 704 3.71 22,25 
---- 1-/- 1-1-1- +---
# I I 76 , 35 57 7.3 3.74 I 22 I I I 
-------- I-
A' 77 1.0.14 1.0 7.2 1041 32 
- ----- I-I- 1-1- I------
~ 78 049 1.0 8.6 1.63 32 
--- ----
- f-- I-I-1- -I-f-
Ll 79 .70 1.0 8.5 2 .7 32 
------- ~ I-f- I-f- I-
Ll 80 ! r r 92 10 8.3 475 32 
-------
81 40 45 0 NACA 65A006 1.23 0 102 1.51 I. 0.17 10 9.0 074 89 21 
L.E 
-----
(a) Section is taken f reest reom unless noted ot her wise. 
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TABLE 1.- CONT INUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
Wing Parameters Control 
Configu rati 0 n Mode Parameters X Refs. 
A A A Airfoil section b/2 Ct c r f;c Co 4> 8 L de~ ( 0) II tt) (ft) (ft) C 7)i 7)0 de<; (dell 
0 8.6 4.8C 
A 82 4.0 45 0 NACA 65A006 1.23 0 102 1.51 1.0 .63 1.0 .89 12 L .E 
-----
h 8.7 4.98 
II ~ Wedge to 0 .2c 4.8S 83 5.0 0 1.0 1/1!1/(1i/1i/1/1///~ 125 0 .50 0.50 1.25 .20 .11 1.0 0 .88 -Const..!hick 10 T.E. tlc:0083 
---
e- -f- ,- f- -I- ,-I---
84 NACA 65A009 .17 1.0 11.8 4.8e 28 
-f-I-f- -f- I-I---
II ~Wedge to 02c 85 I!trl//lrl/lt)M~ .40 .II 1.0 0 5.07 Const.thick. to T. E. tic ,0.083 
---
£: 86 0 5.0 45 1.0 NACA 65A009 1.25 0.50 0 .50 1.25 11.8 4.96 20 .17 1.0 .82 -~ 1-,- ~- f- ,- ,--~-I-r r 11.9 4.9 ! t ! I r -87 NACA 651AOl2 15.7 4.9< 
L 88 8.0 45 
1.0 NACA 65A009 1.55 39 .39 1.20 .20 .13 1.0 10.0 4.67 .76 28 
I--- ~wedge to 0.2c --,--- ,--
89 Y!/I!///I/I/!/!/I/~ .09 1.0 0 4.11 -Const. thick. to T.E. 
e- t/c:0.108 -f-1- -- I-~ 
----- 0 15.7 5.2< 
90 NACA 651AOl2 .13 1.0 2 8 b 162 4.99 
- 1--
L 91 .57 1.0 15.6 5.08 28 
------
-
,-----
L 92 .13 .57 15.6 4.8C 28 
------- I- H- .-f- I- I---
/ ~ Wedge to O.2c 93 T ~~ T T .40 .09 1.0 0 4.57 -Const. th,ck to T.E. tic = 0.108 
-------
L 94 8.0 45 .50 NACA 65 1AOl2 1.59 .27 .50 126 .20 .1 3 1.0 15.7 4.9C .76 28 
------
(0 ) Section is token freestream unless noted otherWise. 
T 
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TABLE I.- CONTINUED 
WING CONTROL CONFIGURATIONS 
----------,---,-------------------------------,--~--~---,-,---, 
Control Wing Po ra meters 
Configuration Mode 
A Airfoil section 
(0) 
Parameters X Refs. 
bl2 Ct cr 5 Co 4> 8 L A ded A tUt) (ft) (ft) ft~ C "7i "70 ded(dec £95 8.045 .50 1.59 .27 .50 1.26 .20 .56 1.0 15.7 5.0 .76 28 
-------
11 
Ll 
~ 
- -
Ll 
- -----
n 
----
,-r- ,-- ,- '-hi 
.I 3 .56 15.9 4.39 r
r----
28 
Hexagonal 
_, 1I i1 i1WlHml//l/JltllffuJIIYnme= 
97 2 .8 16 .39 Wedges L E. la 0.3c 1.02.41 .87 1.48 25 .68 1.0 8.9 4 .6C .86 16 
07c 10TE. 
t/c;0·045 r--r~~~----1~--1-r-+_~~_r_r_r_r_+_+-4 
98 3.0 16 .40 1.04 .39 .86 1.42 .25.70 1.0 8.9 6.06 .60 29 
NACA 0008.6 -116 
38 / 1.14(modif,ed)al root. 
2.8 45 .52 NACA 0006.4-1.16 1.42 .69 1.23 2.8 .23.41 .75 11.6 834 .64 
38/ 1.14(modified)at lip. 
NACA0009- 1. 16 
38/1.14(modified)at root. 
100 3.045 .50 NACA0007-1.16 1.42 .64 1.17 2 .7(.25 .681.0 7.84.0E.80 -
101 
102 
a 
103 
b 
-
104 
105 
38/ 1.i4(modlfied)at tip. 
Republic R-4,40-1 7 10x 
9 .24.74 
3.1 35 1.63 (modified) nOrmal to 50 .99 .80 .56 
percenl chord line. 
1.28 .27 .55 .94 : '.: ~:~; .84 15 
9.9 5.0E 
3.5 61 .25 NACA 65A005 1.12 .26 .88 1.44 .30 .50 1. 0 6.4 4.8C .83 19 
NACA 0010-64 16.4 4_7-~ 
3.6 38 .45 normal 10 44.8 I. I I .39 0 .761.38.17 .501.0 .82 13 
percenl chord line 
h-- ,- I Same as 103 except aileron is modified: 
h;t(t)1\L 
17.55.01 ,-r--
8.1 4.8 j 13 
4.0 0 .60 NACA 65A004 1.15 .43 .67 1.33.15 .591.05.1 5.25 .60 30 
(0) SectIOn IS token freestreom unless noted otherwIse. 
33 
TABLE 1.- CONCLUDED 
WING CONTROL CONF IGURATIONS 
NACA RM L55F14 
Control Wing Parameters 
Con fi gurat i 0 n ~ode Parameters X Refs. A A Airfoil section b/2 cf A dec (0) 11ft ) (ftl 
L1 106 4.0 40 .50 10 percent ci rcular arc 1.17 .39 normal 10 cf4 line 
----
il'" 
NACA 64(10)AOII normal 
to 38-percen t-chord 
107 5.7 20 .45 line 01 root. 1.39 .30 
NACA 64(08) AOO828 (g) 
normal 10 38-percent-
-- chord line at tip ( f). 
ilel 108 3.4 47 .44 1.091 .40 (g) 
--
~) 109 2.1 59 .43 .88 .51 
(g) 
------
(0) Section i s token freestream unless noted otherwise . 
(el 2 w ings, free - to-roll toil. 
c r 
f;k 
Co 4> 8 L (ft' C 7) i 7)0 de<' (dec 
.71 1.36 .20 .50 1.0 8.1 4.11 .80 10 
.62 1.36 .18 .70 1.0'1 10.7 9.78 .60 25,26 
,-I-
.80 1.42 .i6 .62 1.00 10.7 8.13 25,26 
I-
1.04 1.52 .15 .60 .95 6.8 6.10 25,26 
( f) Var ioble wing sweep bock configurotion . Wing p ivots about ax is normal to wing c hord 
plane a t intersection of fuselage and 38-percent-chord li ne . 
( g ) To t ip at 38-percent-chord line . 
'-~~~------------------ - -- "- - -
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TABLE II 
INDEX TO FIGURES 
Basic data Cross plots 
Variable 
Figure Figure 
Trailing-edge angle 
· · · · · · · · · · 
--
Airfoil thickness ratio 
· · · · · · · · 
7 
Sweepback . . . . . 
· · · · · · · · · · 
8 
Aileron chord ratio 
· · · · · · · · · 
9 
I 
Aspect r atio . . . 
· · · · · · · · · · · 
11 
Aileron span and spanwise location 
· · · 
13 
Wing-tail interference 
· · · · · · · · · 
15 
Wing location and number of wings 
· · · · 
16 
Comparison between measured and 
estimated values 
· · · · · · · · · 
17 
aTrailing-edge angle plots show data at two wing sweepback 
angles. 
-----
6 
---
(a) 
10 
12 
14 
-- -
---
---
36 
3 wings spaced at intervals 
o f 120 0 around body 
3.25 aircraft rocket 
5.00 diam. 
NACA RM L55F14 
13 .11 
55 .00 ------------.1 
(a) Model 28. A = 3.7; A = 00 ; A = 1.0. L-67857.1 
Figure 1.- General arrangement of typical test vehicles. All dimensions 
are in inches. 
• I 
NACA RM L55F14 
3 win 9 ssp ace d at i nt e r val s 
of 120 0 around body 
3 .25 aircraft rocket 
Spinsonde 
5.00 diam . 
55 .00 
(b) Model 71. A = 4.0; A = 45°; A = 0.60. 
Figure 1. - Continued . 
l._-
37 
1 
18 .00 
L-73023.1 
3 wings spaced at interval s 
of 120 0 around body 
3 .25 aircraft rocket 
5 .00 diam . 
55 .00 
(c) Model 88. A = 8 .0 ; A = 45°; ~ = 1.0. 
Figure 1.- Concluded. 
NACA RM L55F14 
18 .62 
NACA RM L55F14 
3 wings spaced at intervals 
of 120 0 around body 
3.25 .... diameter 
aircraft rocket. 
fairing 
3.96 diam . 
Spinsonde 
39 
18 . 59 
1---------- 56 .00 ---------------..J 
L-82789.1 
Figure 2. - Photographs showing typical construction for models 2, 4, 6, 
8, 83, 85, 89, and 93. All dimensions are in inches. 
---- ---- --
40 
3 wings spaced at intervals 
of 120 0 around body 
3.25 aircraft 
rocket 
1- - - - --
I L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.::-_------_-_-_ ...... 
5 .00 diom. ---' 
Spinsonde 
NACA RM L55Fl4 
T 
10.61 
r------------- 55 .00 -----------~ 
L-71131.1 
(a ) Three wings with outboard half-span aileron for investigation of 
effects of wing location. Model 53. 
Fi gure 3.- TYPical t est vehicles for investigating the effects of wing 
location and wing-tail interference. All dimensions are in inches. 
• 
NACA RM L55F14 
-l ~I . OO 
t 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5~3tO 
3.25 aircraft 
rocket 
5.00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- LL 
~--------- 55 .00--------------~ 
41 
L-75895.1 
(b) Two wings with outboard half-span aileron with fixed tail for inves-
tigation of effects of wing-tail interference. Model 55. 
Figure 3.- Concluded . 
l 
42 
R 
C 
NACA RM L55F14 
8 
4 
o ~--~--~----~--~--~--~~--~--~--~----~--~--~ 
.6 .8 1. 0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
M 
(a) For all tests, the Reynolds number per foot Ric fell within the 
shaded band . The minimum c tested was approximately 0.4 foot. 
3 
q 2 
o ~--~--~--~----~--~--~--~--~----~--~--~--~ 
.6 .8 1. 0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
M 
(b) For all tests, the dynamic pressure q fell wi thin the shaded band. 
Figure 4. - Var iation of Reynolds number and dynami c pr essure with Mach 
number fo r all t est vehicles . 
• 
-- ------ ---
NACA RM L55F14 
.02 f1l: .. 
Measured A = 0 0 
---- correcteci for roll 
inertia 
o 
-.01 
.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
M 
Figure 5.- Effect of model roll inertia on rolling effectivenss. 
Model 27a. 
--------- - ---
44 
.02 ~ J,! r~~ [ 
I' 
(
Pb/2V) 8 .01 
R 
A=O° 
o 
o 10 20 
4> , deg 
.02 
~ 
( 
'" 
~~1 8.9 
o 
o 
A = 45 0 
10 20 
4>, deg 
(a) M = 0.70. 
NACA RM L55F14 
-
J 
30 40 
30 40 
Figure 6.- Variation of rolling-ef fectiveness parameter (pb/2v) with 
5 
L 
trailing- edge angle ¢. Unless otherwise i ndi cat ed, average values 
are plotted wher e t wo or more nominally identi ca l models were tested. 
A = 3.7; A = 1 .0; Calc = 0.20; full- expos ed-sp an ailer ons (~r = 0. 19) ; 
5 ~ 3° to 7°. Numbers in symbols denote model numbers . 
J 
NACA RM L55F14 
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.02 1>-
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.02 
( 
" 
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o 
~ 
A=O° 
A = 45 0 
10 
f? 
10 
, 
trr J. ~l; ir 
I .. •• 
20 
4>, deg 
"'::A 
20 
1>, deg 
(b) M = 0. 80. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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30 4 0 
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46 
.02 
.01 
o 
-.01 
. 02 
.01 
o 
yo 
~ 
~ 
o 
I' 
\ 
o 
.A =00 
A = 45 0 
10 
10 
~ 
20 
4>, deg 
\ 
20 
4>, deg 
( c ) M == 0 . 90. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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.02 K ~ 
.01 
o 
- .01 
o 
o 
o 
11. =00 
A = 45° 
10 
" 
10 
::::. 
20 
~, deg 
20 
~. deg 
(d) M == 0.93. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
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(e) M = 0 .96 . 
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Figure 6.- Continued . 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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:t:: .... 
30 40 
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50 
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Figure 6. - Continued . 
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Figure 6.- Continued. 
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Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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.02 
(.Pb/2V) 
\ 8 R .01 
o 
.6 
.02 
(
Pb/2V) 
8 .01 
R 
o 
.6 
A=O° 
.8 1.0 
A-45° 
.8 1.0 
(a) A == 3.71. 
53 
65AOO;, ¢ = ~.5° (15) 
r-65A.006, ¢ = 7.20 (16~ 
65Aoo9, ~ = 11.70 (2 ) 
~651A012, ¢ = 16.~0 (}2) 
1.2 1.4 1.6 
M 
~65A006. ¢ ~ 7.10 (3f 
65A009, ¢ = 11.70 ( 7) 
651A012, ~ = 16.40 51) 
1.2 1.4 1.6 
M 
Figure 7.- Effect of airfoil thickness ratio on aileron rolling effective-
ness. Numbers in parentheses denote model numbers. NACA 65AOXX air-
foil sections. calc = 0.20; A == 1.0; 5 ~ 30 to 70 • 
. 02 
( Pb/2V) 8 R .01 
o 
.6 
. 02 
o 
.6 
A=45° 
.8 
-
A-45° 
.8 
NACA RM L55F14 
• 
6~A00i2 ~ = 11.9° (86) ~6 lAO ,¢ = 15.7° (87) 
-
IS 
1.0 1. 2 1.4 1.6 
M 
(b) A = 5.0 . 
~65A009, ~ = 10.0° (88) 
6S1A012, ~ = 16.0° (90) 
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Figure 8.- Some effects of wing sweepback on rolling effectiveness for 
full-exposed-span ailerons. Numbers in parentheses denote model num-
bers. 0 ~ 30 to 7°. 
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(f) A = 5.0; A = 1.0; NACA 65A009 airfoil sections; calc = 0.20. 
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(g) A ~ 3.7; A ~ 1.0; NACA 651A012 airfoil sections; calc ~ 0.20. 
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Figure 9.- Effect of aileron chord ratio calc on rolling effectiveness. 
5 ~ 3° to 7°, except for ca/c:= 1.0. Numbers in parentheses denote 
model numbers. 
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(j) A = 45°; A = 8.0; A = 1.0; flat-plate airfoil sections (tic = 0.108). 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Effect of aspect ratio on rolling effectiveness for full-span 
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(b) NACA 651A012 airfoil sections. calc ~ 0.20. 
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Figure 13.- Variation of rolling effectiveness with Mach number for con-
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NACA 65A009 airfoil sections; Calc ~ 0.20; 5 ~ 30 to 70 • Numbers in 
parentheses denote model numbers. 
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(a) Full-exposed-span aileron. A = 0°. 
Figure 16.- Same effects of wing location and number of wings. A = 3.7; 
~ = 1.Oj calc = 0.20; 5 ~ 3° to 70; NACA 65A009 airfoil sections. 
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(b) Full-exposed-span ailerons. A = 45°· 
Figure 16.- Continued. 
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(d) Inboard half-expos ed-span ailerons. A = 45°. 
Figure 16.- Concluded. 
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Figure 17. - Measured and estimated rolling effectiveness for several 
models simulating existing or proposed airplane wing-aileron configura-
tions (without fixed tails). Estimated values were obtained from fig-
ures 6, 10, 12, and 14. Numbers in parentheses denote model numbers. 
5 ~ 30 to 70 except for models 99, 107, and 108. 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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• Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Figure 17.- Concluded. 
